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The calculation of the transmission loss of the sound insulation plate by FEM had to be corrected with the theoretical value, so far.

In this report, we examined a method to obtain the separated input / reflected sound pressures 

from the speed condition given to the vibration plate and the sound pressure close to the sound insulation plate.

The validity is confirmed by evaluating the sound insulation characteristics of a flat plate with theoretical values. 

Moreover, we consider using it for evaluation of more complicated shapes. 
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Self- introduction
First, I took my bachelor's degree in research about street width on old maps of the Edo period by using GIS.

After taking my master's degree in research about historical image analysis of cityscapes, 
I worked as a software engineer, and after a period of devotion to raising children, 

returned to work as a part-time employee at the Japan Patent Office.
From 2016, I start working on engineering application research of origami structures at Hagiwara Laboratory, 

Meiji University (Application of pairing-origami to aluminum cans, Foldable transport boxes for fruits, etc.)

Introduction video about origami engineering
https://youtu.be/Ov3aFNS9VS4
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An example of origami honeycomb core (vertical core)
https://youtu.be/-9uw4ljj84o

https://youtu.be/-9uw4ljj84o
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In the sound source room (the left side), 
Sound pressure value is combined with the theoretical solution of the wave equation.

Separated into traveling wave pressure 𝑝𝑖𝑛 and backward wave pressure 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡.

𝑝 = 𝜌𝑐𝑢

Amplitude of excitation plate velocity 

Sound pressure calculation value by FEM

Traveling wave pressure

Traveling wave Backward wave

Sound pressure = density * speed of sound * particle velocity

With Helmholtz's wave equation
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❶ Definition of transmission loss
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❷ Separation verification of incident wave and reflected wave

752 elements, 277 nodes

FEM calculation using COMSOL Multiphysics ®

Same conditions as previous research

The right end of the acoustic tube is non-reflective

The sound pressure observation point is 1 mm in front of the  plate in the x-axis direction. 

Specification of material of the plate
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SP by FEM = incident SP + reflected SP

Incident SP = reflected SP



= 54.9𝑚𝑚 Core height b*4/3

❸ Comparison of TL with equal mass on 3 different core heights

= 73.2𝑚𝑚Core height b Core height b*5/3 = 91.5𝑚𝑚

𝑡 = 0. 274𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙 𝑡 = 0.235𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑡 = 0.328𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙

Theoretical TL value of flat plate with equal mass 

𝑡 = 0.8𝑚𝑚 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙

515.32 𝐻𝑧

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑁𝑜. 2

336.75 𝐻𝑧

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑁𝑜. 4

409.32 𝐻𝑧

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑁𝑜. 4

Advantageous 

characteristics at 

low frequencies


